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Optical interferometry using comb-swept lasers has the advantage of efficiently reducing the acquisition band-
width for high-speed and long-range detection. However, in general, the use of a comb-swept laser involves a
critical limitation in that the absolute distance cannot be measured, and, thus, multiple layers cannot be
distinguished when measuring each position. This is because of the distance ambiguity induced by optical alias-
ing, in which there is periodic repetition of the frequency of an interferometric signal owing to discrete spectral
sweeping, which does not occur in conventional optical interferometry that uses a continuous swept laser. In this
paper, we introduce an optical Vernier sampling method using a dual-comb-swept laser to measure the absolute
distances in a multi-layer target. For this, we designed a new type of dual-comb-swept laser to include two differ-
ent free spectral ranges (FSRs) in separated wavelength bands to provide a stable lasing condition. Using a prin-
ciple similar to that of a Vernier caliper for length measurement, the two different FSRs can be used to recover a
higher frequency of an optical interferometric signal to measure longer distances from different layers in a target.
Using the dual-comb-swept laser in optical interferometry, we solved the optical aliasing issue and measured the
absolute distances of three layers separated over 83 mm using a point-scanning imaging setup and the
simultaneous absolute distance of the top surfaces separated over 45 mm using a full-field imaging setup at
14 and 8 times lower acquisition bandwidth than a conventional continuous swept laser that is based on optical
interferometry. © 2021 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.416025

1. INTRODUCTION

Optical interferometry is a well-established method for meas-
uring distances with high accuracy and long range and in multi-
ple layers of targets [1–3]. Currently, optical coherence
tomography (OCT) is employed in biomedical imaging and
industrial inspection applications [4–8]. Recently, the high-
speed A-scan at a deep depth using a swept-source OCT
(SS-OCT) system has become possible owing to the develop-
ment of a continuous swept laser with a high sweep rate and
long coherence length [9–15]. By employing a state-of-the-art
continuous swept laser, a deeper imaging depth and faster im-
aging speed can be implemented. However, this will cause a
considerable amount of burden on electric detectors with a lim-
ited electrical bandwidth [9,11,16].

Recently, a solution was suggested for deeper and faster im-
aging without using a faster detector, i.e., using a comb-swept
laser instead of a conventional continuous swept laser
[5,9,11,17–19]:

D � T · c · f
2B

: (1)

Equation (1) [3,20] gives the relationship among the mea-
sured distance (D), time period of the swept-source (T ), speed
of light (c), frequency of the interferometric signal (f ), and
spectral bandwidth of the swept-source (B). Most of the factors
in Eq. (1), except f , are fixed values during the measurement of
varying distances under given measurement conditions. This
implies that D can be proportionally changed by varying f ,
and, accordingly, the measurement of a large value of D must
correspond to a large value of f . A faster continuous swept laser
with a shorter time period, T , will induce a larger value of f for
the same distance, D. Therefore, the longer coherence length
and faster sweep rate of a continuous swept laser require a much
faster detector and wider acquisition bandwidth in a conven-
tional SS-OCT system. Therefore, comb-swept lasers have re-
cently been investigated for their use in the SS-OCT system to
capitalize on the advantage of reducing the electrical bandwidth
of detecting devices. This feature of comb-swept lasers provides
a periodic repetition of f as the target distance increases con-
tinuously [9,17–19]. The periodic repetition has only limited
values below the frequency limit of the interferometric signal,
f lim. As a result of the limited value of the measured f , D also
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has only periodic repetition and a limited value. This periodic
repetition of the D is called distance aliasing and is induced
from the discrete distribution of the spectrum over the wave-
length domain of the comb-swept laser output [21].

Thus, solving this distance aliasing has been a challenging
issue when conducting optical interferometry using comb-
swept lasers. Recently, a dual-reference method was suggested
for measuring the absolute distance in the first aliasing order,
but the dual-reference method cannot measure the higher order
of absolute distance after the first order [18]. Another method
for resolving the absolute depth was suggested using a degen-
erated frequency comb that resolves an absolute depth of ap-
proximately 10 mm, but this degenerated frequency comb
method is expected to be difficult to adapt in a dispersive
medium or longer-range measurement because the method de-
tects a chirped point spread function (PSF) as increasing the
aliasing order [22]. In this paper, we introduce a dual-comb-
swept laser that includes two different free spectral ranges
(FSRs) for the incorporation of the optical Vernier sampling
method [16]. When conducting length measurement using a
Vernier caliper, two different scales of the ruler are used.
Using these two scales, one can measure the length with accu-
racy much higher than that obtained using a normal one [23].
We applied this simple principle of the Vernier caliper to our

optical interferometry system consisting of a dual-comb-swept
laser. Similar to the length measurement using a Vernier caliper,
our novel method incorporates the optical Vernier sampling
method and uses two different FSRs from a dual-comb-swept
laser, which corresponds to different scales of the two rulers in a
Vernier caliper. In this proposed optical Vernier sampling
method, we can recover a much higher frequency of the original
distance by combining two lower frequencies of each aliased
interferometric signal [16].

2. PRINCIPLE AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Principle of the Optical Vernier Sampling Method
Figure 1 shows the principle of the optical Vernier sampling
method using a dual-comb-swept laser for solving distance ali-
asing. As shown in Fig. 1(a), two different FSR values, namely,
FSRa and FSRb, can be selected in a dual-comb-swept laser
using comb A and comb B, respectively. The dual-comb-swept
laser emits a serial comb line in the time domain. The flowing
arrow paths of comb A and comb B are represented by the blue
and red arrows, respectively, in Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 1(b),
the light from the dual-comb-swept laser with FSRa and FSRb
passes through an optical interferometer. Here, the light from
combs A and B enters a beam splitter (BS) and passes through

Fig. 1. Principle of the optical Vernier sampling method for solving distance aliasing. (a) A dual-comb-swept laser using comb A and comb B
shows two different FSR values, namely, FSRa and FSRb, respectively. (b) Optical interferometer to measure the absolute distance of the target. BS,
beam splitter; RM, reference mirror. (c) Actual interferometric signal using a continuous swept laser with a frequency of f 0 (dashed line), and
sampled interferometric signals using a proposed dual-comb-swept laser using comb A to indicate the aliasing frequency of f a (blue line) and using
comb B to indicate the aliasing frequency of f b (red line), respectively. (d) Absolute distance recovery algorithm by measuring two aliasing frequen-
cies of f a and f b together.
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each path of the reference mirror (RM) and target separately.
The two paths of the target and RM have an absolute distance
of d 0, which induces an interferometric signal. The black
dashed curves plotted on the left side of Fig. 1(c) are the actual
interferometric signals obtained using a continuous swept laser,
and they have an f of f 0 for an absolute distance of d 0. The
gray hatched area on the right side of Fig. 1(c) indicates the fast
Fourier transform (FFT) spectra, representing the f 0 for the
light coming from the continuous swept laser.

In comparison, for the same d 0, but for the light from the
dual-comb-swept laser using combs A and B, the discrete spec-
tral sweeping of the laser output generates an f with only lim-
ited values below certain levels f a,lim and f b,lim, respectively,
which are determined by FSRa and FSRb and represented
by the black dashed lines in Fig. 1(c). The blue and red solid
curves plotted as a function of time are the measured aliased
interferometric signals with combs A and B, respectively.
The aliased interferometric signal caused different intervals
of sampling points of each comb A and comb B. The sampling
intervals τA and τB correspond to the FSRs of comb A and
comb B, respectively. The FFT spectra of both interferometric
signals correspond to the f using comb A of f a and using
comb B of f b. As d 0 varies continuously, the aliased frequencies
of f a and f b periodically increase and decrease below f a,lim
and f b,lim for the light from the dual-comb-swept laser using
combs A and B, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 1(d), the FFT peak values of f a and f b are
processed using the absolute distance recovery algorithm,
which includes the relationship between the actual frequency
of the continuous swept laser and two aliased frequencies mea-
sured using the dual-comb-swept laser, as shown by the blue
and red solid lines. When FSRa is smaller than FSRb for a dense
comb A and sparse comb B, the frequency limit of the inter-
ferometric signal using comb A, f a,lim, is higher than the fre-
quency limit of the interferometric signal using comb B, f b,lim,
as indicated by the black dashed lines. When comb A is applied,
the aliased frequency using comb A, f a, corresponds to the
different possible positions of the actual frequency, which
are represented by the half-filled blue circles in the figure.
However, when comb B is applied, the aliased frequency using
comb B, f b, also corresponds to different actual frequencies,
which are represented by the half-filled red circles in the figure.
Thus, using only a single measurement of the aliased frequency
of f a or f b, it is impossible to find f 0 and d 0.

However, when the measurement results of both f a and f b
are used together, it is possible to determine f r and d r . Two
different baselines of scales A and B can be used along with the
two aliased frequencies. On these two different scales, a match-
ing position between the two half-filled blue and red circles at a
specific actual frequency position can be found. This matching
position is the recovered frequency, which is represented by the
completely filled blue–red circle. The recovered frequency, f r ,
has a one-to-one correspondence with the pair of f a and f b
with different orders for each aliasing order oa and ob, such that

f r � �f a; oa, f b; ob�, (2)

where oa and ob represent the aliasing order using combs A and
B, respectively. Thus, the recovered frequency, f r , can be used

to reconstruct the recovered distance, d r using Eq. (1).
This implies that the recovered distance, d r , can also be rep-
resented with a bijective functional form, including the pair da
and db with a different order for each aliasing order, oa and ob:

d r � �da; oa, db; ob�, (3)

where da and db represent the aliased distance using combs A
and B, respectively. Furthermore, each aliasing order of oa and
ob represents data compression in the electrical bandwidth. A
more detailed description [represented by Eq. (A1)] is provided
in Appendix A.

B. Experimental Setup
For the recovery algorithm that incorporates optical Vernier
sampling, a novel design of a dual-comb-swept laser has been
proposed, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The black line corresponds to
the optical fiber part, whereas the red line corresponds to the
free-space part. The light from the semiconductor optical am-
plifier (SOA) was collimated by collimator 1 (COL 1) to the
free space and was separated by a dichroic mirror (DM), de-
pending on its two wavelength bands. Because the total wave-
length band of the SOA was from 768.8 to 812.5 nm, the
spectral width of each wavelength band was tuned to be similar
by controlling the incident angle of the free-space light into the
DM. From a wavelength of approximately 790 nm, the longer
wavelength band (band B) was filtered for light through the
DM, whereas the shorter wavelength band (band A) was gath-
ered from the light reflected by the DM. Each of the separated
wavelength bands passed through etalon A and etalon B.
Owing to the slightly different thickness of each etalon, both
wavelength bands had slightly different comb spacings in their
individual comb spectra. The comb lights of bands A and B
were combined using the two input ports of the 50:50 optical
coupler (OC). One output port of this OC was connected to
the inside of the laser cavity, and the other was connected to the
laser output. Along the inside of the laser cavity, a fiber
Fabry–Perot tunable filter (FFP-TF) was installed to achieve
controlled sweeping of a single wavelength during the total
sweeping period, including that for bands A and B together.
The discrete spectral sweeping with the two cascaded FSRs
was generated by simply combining the continuous sweeping
spectrum of the FFP-TF with the periodic comb spectra ob-
tained after passing through etalons A and B. The FFP-TF
was operated with a triangular function by an arbitrary function
generator (AFG) and the maximum repetition rate is 100 Hz.
In the case of sine function, the FFP-TF can operate with a
higher repetition rate of several kilohertz (kHz). Repetition rate
stability of the dual-comb-swept laser is related to mechanical
dynamics of the FFP-TF during the wavelength sweep. The
FFP-TF operates by AFG with a fine frequency resolution
of 1 μHz and a low jitter of 35 ps. To achieve stable temper-
ature conditions of FFP-TF, a thermo-electric cooler (TEC)
was employed with a TEC controller (TEC CTRL). Inside
the laser cavity, a polarization controller (PC) and an isolator
(ISO) were used to achieve high lasing efficiency. By passing
through a boosting optical amplifier (BOA), the output optical
power was improved to approximately 20 mW, which was suf-
ficient for applying to a full-field optical interferometry imaging
setup with multiple pixels of a complementary metal oxide
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semiconductor (CMOS) camera and with a point-scanning
imaging setup equipped with a single photodetector for target
measurements. The longitudinal mode of the laser cavity was
measured to be ∼21.3 MHz in a static lasing (i.e., non-sweep)
condition at 803.5 nm, corresponding to the cavity length of
∼14 m (in air):

Δf � FSR � c
2ne · l e

: (4)

Equation (4) shows the comb spacing relationship among an
FSR of a comb source (Δf ), the speed of light (c), the refractive
index of the etalon (ne), and the thickness of the etalon (l e)
[11]. Because the designed thicknesses of etalons A and B
are 4.3 and 3.8 mm, respectively, the designed FSRs of combs
A and B sources are 47.5 pm (23.7 GHz) and 58.1 pm
(26.8 GHz). The linewidths of etalons A and B are
2.13 pm and 2.41 pm, respectively, which correspond to
∼1 GHz. Therefore, as scanning the transmission window
of FFP-TF, it is sufficient to generate a narrow comb-swept
lasing output without the gain competition. Figure 2(b) shows
the peak hold mode spectral data obtained from a dual-comb-
swept laser, in which the spectra for both comb sources have
been presented for bands A (a shorter wavelength band from
768.8 to 787.2 nm) and B (a longer wavelength band
from 791.1 to 812.5 nm). Of note, the laser spectrum from
787.2 to 791.1 nm was not clearly generated because of the
low lasing efficiency resulting from the limited sectioning be-
tween the free-space reflection and transmission in the DM.
Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the enlarged views of the comb
A spectrum in the wavelength range from 775.5 to
776.0 nm and the comb B spectrum from 805.5 to
806.0 nm, respectively. The measured FSRs from the average
of combs A and B sources are 47.2 and 58.1 pm, respectively,
which are similar to the designed values. The high stability of

the dual-comb-swept laser can be guaranteed because the lasing
of both comb sources is independently generated in the spec-
trally separated wavelength bands of A and B, respectively:

Δd � c
2 · Δf

� ne · l e : (5)

Equation (5) provides the numerical relation of the distance
aliasing period (Δd ) obtained from comb-swept laser [9,11].
Factors ne and l e represent the refractive index and thickness
of the etalon, respectively [19]. As illustrated in Figs. 1(a) and
1(c) above, compared to the sparse comb spacing (a larger value
of Δf ) of the comb B source, the dense comb spacing (a
smaller value of Δf ) of the comb A source can obtain more
sampling points and higher frequency terms from the actual f ,
f 0. This implies that the frequency limit of the interferometric
signal, f a,lim, is higher than f b,lim, and, thus, the aliasing
distance period, Δda,lim, is longer than Δdb,lim. Using
Eq. (5), the theoretical aliasing distance periods of combs A
and B were calculated to be 6.350 and 5.600 mm, respectively.
These values were utilized in the numerical simulation of the
optical Vernier sampling.

3. RESULTS

By combining the two aliased frequencies with a dual-comb-
swept laser, our novel optical Vernier sampling was verified
by conducting the following tests. (i) PSF was measured,
and the coherence length of the dual-comb-swept laser was de-
termined. (ii) The recovered distance by the aliased distance
using combs A and B was compared with that obtained from
the numerical simulation by employing Eq. (5), and the analy-
sis of accuracy and stability was performed. (iii) A multi-layer
target was measured using the point-scanning imaging setup,
and the three-dimensional (3D) full-field imaging setup was

Fig. 2. (a) Setup of the dual-comb-swept laser. The black and red lines represent the fiber and free-space part, respectively. SOA, semiconductor
optical amplifier; PC, polarization controller; COL, collimator; ISO, isolator; DM, dichroic mirror; OC, optical coupler; FFP-TF, fiber Fabry–Perot
tunable filter; BOA, boosting optical amplifier; TEC, thermo-electric cooler; AFG, arbitrary function generator; TEC CTRL, TEC controller.
(b) Optical spectrum of the peak hold mode obtained from the dual-comb-swept laser. Enlarged views of the spectra obtained using (c) comb
A in the wavelength range of 775.5 to 776 nm and (d) comb B in the wavelength range of 805.5 to 806 nm.
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verified to confirm the usefulness of the optical Vernier sam-
pling method based on the dual-comb-swept laser.

A. Measurement of the PSF of the Dual-Comb-Swept
Laser
PSF measurement was performed to demonstrate the optical
aliasing characteristics and evaluate the improvement in the co-
herence length of the comb-swept laser compared to the con-
ventional continuous swept laser.

Figure 3 shows the results obtained from the PSF measure-
ment performed using the dual-comb-swept laser. The FFT
peak intensity trace was measured along the aliased distance
axis while increasing the absolute distance of the target mirror
from 1 to 80 mm at increments of 0.4 mm. In the case of the
comb A source, increasing the absolute distance from 0 to
3.175 mm shifted the main peak of the FFT peak intensity
along the aliased distance axis from 0 to 3.175 mm, as shown
in Fig. 3(a). This is called forward correlation. However, when
the absolute distance exceeded 3.175 mm, i.e., the principal
measurement range (PMR) or Δd∕2, the peak position of
the FFT intensity shifted to a decreased value for the aliased
distance axis, and this is called folded backward correlation.
When the absolute distance was 6.350 mm, the aliased distance
was 0 mm. This folding phenomenon was repeated with for-
ward and backward correlations at every PMR of each aliasing
order [18]. A similar correlation was observed for a PMR of
2.800 mm, as shown in Fig. 3(c) for the corresponding case
of the comb B source.

In a general SS-OCT system, the coherence length of the
swept-source is defined to have a −6 dB roll-off-length axial
position for the continuously decreasing peak values of the
FFT intensity starting from the zero-length difference position
of the FFT intensity distribution [10]. The coherence length
can be newly defined for the comb-swept laser because the ali-
asing with unexpected back-bounce of the FFT peak intensity
is induced by increasing the absolute distance due to the alias-
ing of the interference subsampling from discrete spectral
sweeping. Thus, the coherence length of the comb-swept laser
is newly defined by the −6 dB roll-off-length position for de-
creasing peak values of the FFT intensity at the same aliased
distance at every aliasing order. Figures 3(b) and 3(d) show the
collection of the first 0.4 mm positions of each forward aliased
distance for the 1st to 13th orders of the PSF measurement of
combs A and B sources, respectively. In Fig. 3(b), the approxi-
mate −6 dB roll-off position corresponds to the 12th order in
the comb A source. Similarly, in Fig. 3(d), the approximate
−6 dB roll-off point is on the 11th order in the comb B source.
Thus, the coherence lengths of combs A and B can be measured
to be ∼140 mm and ∼112 mm, respectively. The measured
coherence lengths of comb A and comb B can be converted
to the linewidth of comb A and comb B, which are
∼1.38 pm and ∼1.84 pm, respectively [24].

The axial resolution of combs A and B can be represented
from the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the PSF
[24]. Based on the PSF measurement at the absolute distance
of 0.4 mm, the measured FWHMs of combs A and B

Fig. 3. PSF measurements at every 0.4 mm interval using (a) comb A for the 1st and 12th orders and (c) comb B for the 1st and 11th orders.
(b) and (d) show the collected first 0.4 mm positions of each forward aliased distance using combs A and B sources, respectively, for the 1st to 13th
orders.
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[represented by the arrows in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d)] were
∼0.03408 mm and ∼0.03143 mm, respectively. So, we esti-
mated the overall resolution of recovered distance will be
∼0.03408 mm, which is the lower resolution value from
combs A and B. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the detailed PSF
measurement performed at every 0.4 mm interval of absolute
distance. The aliasing orders of comb A are the 1st and 12th,
and the aliasing orders of comb B are the 1st and 11th. This
distance aliasing phenomenon, which depends on the absolute
distance, is the main feature of comb-swept lasers employed in
optical interferometry. The advantages of comb-swept lasers in-
clude an enhanced coherence length of over 100 mm owing to
the narrower linewidth achieved when using an etalon and the
reduced electrical bandwidth owing to the lower optical fre-
quency for detection [17–19]. However, their main disadvant-
age has been that an absolute distance cannot be measured, and
multiple layers cannot be distinguished when measuring each
position because of the distance aliasing. Thus, on the basis of
the results obtained in this study, we can conclude that distance
aliasing can be solved by the optical Vernier sampling method
according to theoretical and experimental investigations.

B. Recovering the Absolute Distance Using the
Optical Vernier Sampling Method Compared with
Numerical Simulations
To verify our principle for solving distance aliasing, we recov-
ered the absolute distance from a one-to-one correspondence
with the ordered pair of two aliased distances using combs
A and B in the discrete interval of the absolute distance, as
shown in Fig. 4. The absolute distance measurement using
the dual-comb-swept laser with combs A and B was performed
under the experimental conditions of a 0.2 mm increment for
the absolute distance and a 100 mm absolute distance differ-
ence for the target mirror.

As shown in Eq. (3), the recovered distance, d r , is repre-
sented by a bijective functional form that includes the pair
da and db with different aliasing orders, namely, oa and ob.
However, in the practical recovery algorithm that incorporates
the optical Vernier sampling method, only the aliased distances,
da and db, were sufficient for recovering d r . Because almost all
of the ordered pairs of (da, db) indicate a single d r , within the
coherence length of a given dual-comb-swept laser source, we
can ignore few exceptional cases of blind spots where the same
ordered pair (da, db) indicates multiple recovered distances, d r .
This is described in detail in Appendix B. Furthermore, the
information regarding oa and ob can be consequently obtained
from the confirmed value of the recovered distance, d r .

According to the experimental results shown in Fig. 3, the
coherence length of the dual-comb-swept laser is more than
100 mm, but the maximum moving range of the translation
stage in our laboratory is less than 11 mm. Therefore, the range
of the absolute distance measurement was separated into a
0–11 mm region and a 98–109 mm region, and two different
translation stages with a separation distance of 100 mm were
used. The aliased distances using combs A and B sources are
shown by the red filled circles in Fig. 4. Clearly, the ordered pair
of the two aliased distances (da, db) is sufficient to recover d r by
one-to-one correspondence for a long range of over 100 mm.

We also compared the recovered distance measured in the
discrete interval of the absolute distance with the corresponding
values obtained from our numerical simulation. The simulation
was performed by combining the theoretical aliasing periods,
and the results are represented by the blue solid line in
Fig. 4. According to Fig. 4, the recovered distances and numeri-
cal simulation according to absolute distance have a similar ten-
dency, and, thus, the proposed method for solving distance
aliasing by employing the optical Vernier sampling method
works properly over a distance of 100 mm to the target.

Table 1 shows the means and standard deviations (SDs) of
distance measurement at four different absolute distances

Fig. 4. Comparison of the recovered distance measurement with a
numerical simulation.

Table 1. Result of Distance Measurement at Four Different Absolute Distances for 100 Times of Repetition (Unit: mm)

Absolute Distance (d 0)

1 4 7 10

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

d a 1.012 0.00064 2.343 0.00109 0.679 0.00063 2.675 0.00144
db 1.017 0.00030 1.588 0.00052 1.441 0.00045 1.164 0.00019
d r 1.015 0.00039 4.009 0.00067 7.035 0.00034 9.997 0.00071
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with each 100 data sets. The measurement values (mean� SD)
of d r were 1.015 mm� 0.39 μm, 4.009mm� 0.67 μm,
7.035 mm� 0.34 μm, and 9.997 mm� 0.71 μm, which
confirmed that the optical Vernier sampling method has reli-
able accuracy and stability.

C. Multi-Layer Target Measurement Using a Point-
Scanning Imaging Setup
Figure 5 shows a multi-layer target measured using a point-
scanning imaging setup. A schematic of the point-scanning
setup for the multi-layer reflection measurement is shown in
Fig. 5(a). Light from the dual-comb-swept laser was divided by
OC 1, and the split light traveled toward a delay line (DL) and
the multi-layer target through a circulator (CIR). The DL was
used to compensate for the optical path difference between the
reference light and light reflected from the target layer. The
reference light and reflected light were combined in OC 2 and
induced the optical interferometric signals from the discrete
spectral sweeping light. A balanced detector (BD) was used
to suppress the direct current (DC) component of the FFT sig-
nal. Figure 5(b) shows an image of the multi-layer target used
for this measurement. The multi-layer target was fabricated
from an acryl block that was 50.0 mm �W � × 50.0 mm �D� ×
51.5 mm �H �. The letters P, N, and U with a 10 mm depth
and a 3.5 mm width were carved on the top layer of the block.
The absolute distance measurement was performed using the
point-scanning setup by utilizing the multi-layer reflections.
The region of interest (ROI) was set to 100 × 50 pixels while
performing the measurement so that all three letters could be
probed. The point-scanning distance interval between each
pixel was set to 0.49 mm. Thus, the measured area of the
ROI was 49.0 mm × 24.5 mm. Figure 5(c) shows the result
of the physical distance measurement of the multi-layer target
after compensation for the refractive index between air and the
acryl material. The refractive index of acryl is 1.5 in the region
around 800 nm, and, thus, the recovered distance between the
reference and each layer is much longer than the physical dis-
tance shown in Fig. 5(d). The recovered distances of layers 3
and 2 are 83.053 and 68.186 mm, respectively. As shown in
Eqs. (3) and (A1), the relation between the recovered distance
and ordered pair of combs A and B for the three layers can be
written as

Layer 1: 5.950 mm � �0.400 mm; 1odd, 0.350 mm; 2even�,
Layer 2: 68.186 mm� �1.709 mm; 11odd,0.986 mm; 13even�,

Layer 3: 83.053 mm� �0.503 mm;14even,0.947 mm;15odd�:
Figure 5(d) shows a cross-sectional view of the result at a

transverse position of 15.68 mm on the Y axis (32nd pixel
of the Y axis) and shows the difference between layers. The
average physical distances of layers 3, 2, and 1 were 57.352,
47.441, and 5.950 mm, respectively. The difference in the
physical distance between layers 3 and 2 was 9.911 mm, and
the physical distance difference was 10 mm. The corresponding
physical distance difference between layers 2 and 1 was
41.491 mm, and the physical distance difference was
41.5 mm. The results shown in Fig. 5 indicate that our solution
for distance aliasing using the optical Vernier sampling method
was successful for the absolute distance measurement of a
multi-layer target with a long-distance difference of over
83 mm (corresponding to 166 mm of optical-path-length
difference).

D. 3D Target Measurement Using a Full-Field
Imaging Setup
Figure 6 shows 3D target measurement using a full-field im-
aging setup. The measurement was performed using a CMOS
camera to compensate for the problem of the slow speed of the
point-scanning imaging setup shown in Fig. 5. Currently, there
are many commercially available high-speed continuous swept
lasers that have a repetition rate greater than 100 kHz [13,14].
However, the repetition rate of the FFP-TF in our dual-comb-
swept laser is limited to a few kHz. Once the CMOS camera
took high-speed images at 335 frames per second from the
high-power area beam of the dual-comb-swept laser, a C-scan
of multiple target distances could be taken without beam scan-
ning to improve the imaging speed. In the case of the collection
of 1340 frames in 4 s, the repetition rate of 0.125 Hz and 50%
duty ratio are required for dual-comb-swept laser. The total im-
aging speed is mainly dependent on the performance of the
camera because a higher repetition rate (up to 100 Hz) is avail-
able to the proposed light source.

Figure 6(a) shows a schematic of the full-field imaging
setup. Light from the dual-comb-swept laser passed through

Fig. 5. Multi-layer target measurement using a point-scanning setup. (a) Schematic of the point-scanning setup. OC, optical coupler; CIR,
circulator; DL, delay line; BD, balanced detector. (b) Image of a multi-layer target. (c) Result of the multi-layer target measurement with refractive
index compensation. (d) Cross-sectional view of the result at 15.68 mm along the Y axis (32nd pixel of the Y axis).
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lens 1 (L1) and was collimated as an area beam. This beam
entered a BS and was split into two paths. One path was toward
the 3D target, whereas the other was toward the RM. The light
reflected from the RM, and the backscattered light from the 3D
target produced an optical interference signal at the BS, which
further passed through L2 and L3 and was detected by a spe-
cific pixel of the CMOS camera. We used 500 × 500 pixels of
the CMOS camera.

An image showing the side view (left) and configuration
(right) of the 3D target is presented in Fig. 6(b). The 3D target
was assembled with multiple 2-mm-high magnetic blocks.
Figures 6(c) and 6(d) show the results of the aliased distance
using only comb A or B. The black-and-white scale bars in
the figures indicate the aliased distance. Because of distance ali-
asing, each aliased distance using combs A and B could not
measure the recovered distance of the 3D target. The maximum
difference in the distance, corresponding to the results shown in
Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), was limited to values below the PMR or
Δd∕2, which were 3.175 and 2.800 mm, respectively.
Thus, we could use these two pieces of data from the optical
Vernier sampling method to reconstruct the recovered distance
and real shape of the target. Figure 6(e) shows the solving of
distance aliasing that was successfully recovered by combining
the results of combs A and B. The color scale bar indicates a
range of 31–47 mm because the 3D target was intentionally
located with an offset distance of ∼31 mm to demonstrate
the merit of a long coherence length.

According to Eq. (A1), each surface of recovered distance
can be represented as follows:

Surface ① : 45.294 mm � �0.844 mm; 8even, 0.494 mm; 9even�,

Surface ② : 43.271 mm � �1.179 mm; 7odd, 1.529 mm; 8odd�,

Surface ③ : 41.290 mm � �3.160 mm; 7odd, 2.090 mm; 8even�,

Surface ④ : 39.334 mm � �1.234 mm; 7even, 0.134 mm; 8even�,

Surface ⑤ : 37.260 mm � �0.840 mm; 6odd, 1.940 mm; 7odd�,

Surface ⑥ : 35.259 mm � �2.841 mm; 6odd, 1.659 mm; 7even�,

Fig. 6. 3D target measurement using a full-field imaging setup. (a) Schematic of the setup. L, lens; BS, beam splitter; RM, reference mirror.
(b) Configuration of the 3D targets. Results showing the aliased distance using (c) comb A and (d) comb B sources. (e) Recovered distance data using
combs A and B sources based on the optical Vernier sampling method.

Fig. 7. Recovered distance and SD obtained in the 3D target mea-
surement using the full-field setup.
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Surface⑦ : 33.370 mm � �1.620 mm; 6even, 0.230 mm; 6odd�:

For quantitative analysis of the data in Fig. 6(e), the statistics
of the average recovered distance and its SD for each surface
(①–⑦) were calculated. Because each magnetic block surface
has a height difference of 2 mm, the black filled circles plotted
in Fig. 7 show a regular distance interval of 2 mm. As plotted
with blue filled triangles in Fig. 7, the SD for each surface rep-
resents a much larger value compared to the stability of our
system (as shown in Table 1). Therefore, it was considered as
the roughness of target surface area. Its maximum value was
0.0197 mm for surface ⑦, whereas its minimum value was
0.0090 mm for surface ④. These values are reasonably small
considering the sampling number and environmental
conditions.

4. CONCLUSION

In this work, we demonstrated the dual-comb-swept laser for
solving distance aliasing using the novel optical Vernier sam-
pling method for the first time, to the best of our knowledge.
Similar to the principle of using a Vernier caliper for measuring
the length of an object, the optical Vernier sampling method
also uses two different frequencies of interferometric signals
from a dual-comb-swept laser, which correspond to the differ-
ent intervals of the two rulers in a Vernier caliper.

According to two different designed FSRs of combs A and B
of 47.5 pm (23.7 GHz) and 58.1 pm (26.8 GHz), the corre-
sponding PMR values of 3.175 and 2.800 mm, respectively,
were determined. The combination of the two aliased distances
below these PMR limits can be used to obtain the recovered dis-
tance by solving the distance aliasing using the optical Vernier
sampling method. We also measured the recovered distances of
three layers separated over 83 mm using the point-scanning im-
aging setup. The simultaneous absolute distance of the top sur-
faces separated over 45 mm is also measured using the full-field
imaging setup. The key advantage of optical Vernier sampling is
data compression in the long range. In the multi-layer target, a
recovered distance of 83 mm has data compression rates of 14
times using comb A and 15 times using comb B. In the 3D
target, a recovered distance of 45 mm has data compression rates
of 8 times using comb A and 9 times using comb B.

On the basis of these results, we expect to expand the ap-
plication of solving distance aliasing by employing the novel
optical Vernier sampling method in systems, such as the highly
efficient SS-OCT imaging system, that exhibit an enhanced
coherence length for deeper imaging and reduced subsampling
frequency for a decreased electrical bandwidth.

APPENDIX A: DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
DISTANCE EQUATION

From Eq. (3), the recovered distance, d r , in the optical Vernier
sampling method can be represented in detail as a bijective
function as follows:

d r � �da; oa�even or odd�, db; ob�even or odd��, (A1)

where d r , da, oa�even or odd�, db, and ob�even or odd� represent the
recovered distance, aliased distance using comb A, aliasing
order using comb A, aliased distance using comb B, and aliasing

order using comb B. Thus, it is possible to show that the re-
covered distance consists of the abovementioned four measured
factors for combs A and B together using a single correspon-
dence expression, as given by Eq. (A1). Figure 8 shows the sche-
matic depiction of the use of the recovery algorithm for
obtaining the recovered distance, d r . The main difference be-
tween Figs. 1 and 8 is the axis conversion from the frequency
scale to the distance scale using Eq. (1). Each aliasing order of
comb A and comb B is divided into even and odd orders,
respectively. Each even order has a forward correlation, whereas
each odd order has a backward correlation between the
actual and aliased distances for combs A and B. To numerically
display a bijective function of d r , we used a well-known def-
inition of the greatest integer function (floor function), as
expressed by

bxc � maxfn ∈ Z:n ≤ xg, (A2)

where bxc of a real number x denotes the greatest integer less
than or equal to x. For example, b0.1c � 0, b9.966c � 9,
b3.5c � 3, and b−πc � −4.

Each element in Eq. (A1) can be defined using Eqs. (A3)
and (A4) where PMRa and PMRb represent PMR when using
combs A and B, respectively:

da � PMRa ×
�

d r
PMRa

−
j

d r
PMRa

k�
,

oa�even� �
j

d r
2×PMRa

� 1
k
,

9>>=
>>;

when

�
d r

PMRa

�
� even number,

da � PMRa − PMRa ×
�

d r
PMRa

−
j

d r
PMRa

k�
,

oa�odd� �
j

d r
2×PMRa

� 1
k
,

9>>=
>>;

when

�
d r

PMRa

�
� odd number, (A3)

Fig. 8. Schematic showing the use of the recovery algorithm to
obtain the recovered distance.
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db � PMRb ×
�

d r
PMRb

−
j

d r
PMRb

k�
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j

d r
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� 1
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,
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>>;
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�
d r

PMRb

�
� even number,
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�
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−
j

d r
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,
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j

d r
2×PMRb

� 1
k
,

9>>=
>>;

when

�
d r

PMRb

�
� odd number: (A4)

Using these two sets of equations, all of the recovered dis-
tances can be bijectively correlated to the factors in Eq. (A1). In
the practical recovery algorithm that incorporates the optical
Vernier sampling method, only the aliased distances using
combs A and B are sufficient for recovering the absolute dis-
tance. The order can be consequently obtained via the con-
firmed value of the recovered distance.

APPENDIX B: SOLUTIONS FOR A BLIND SPOT

Most of the recovered distances, d r , were matched by a one-to-
one correspondence with the ordered pair of two aliased distan-
ces, (da, db), using combs A and B. However, a few exceptional
cases still exist because of the folded backward correlation. For
example, for an absolute distance movement below 10 mm,
six positions of blind spots exist when multiple recovered
distances, d r , correspond to the same combination pair of
(da, db). In our practical measurement system, the blind spots
can be easily solved using a specific algorithm for the reference
movement, as shown in Fig. 9.

Target measurement using optical Vernier sampling was
conducted using the dual-comb-swept laser, and the aliased dis-
tance pair (da, db) was made. When the aliased distance pair
(da, db) indicates a single recovered distance, d r , the latter can
be used directly without further action. However, if the aliased
distance (da, db) corresponds to multiple cases of the recovered
distance, d r , the RM is required to be shifted slightly to remeas-
ure the newly ordered pairs. In this case, the newly aliased dis-
tance pair using combs A and B is represented by (d 0

a, d 0
b),

which indicates the newly recovered distance, d 0
r . By rescaling

d 0
r with the new movement distance of the RM, we can obtain a

single recovered distance, d r .
There is a fundamental solution to ultimately remove blind

spots. Because the confusion of multiple d r for the same pairs
of (da, db) arises from the folded backward correlation, this
problem can be solved by leaving only the forward correlation,
which is possible when using the optical in-phase/quadrature
(I/Q) demodulation and frequency shifting techniques
[11,25,26]. Therefore, theoretically, the recovered distance
can be extended up to a much longer length of the least
common multiple (LCM) of the two values of the PMR of both
combs A and B. As shown in Fig. 10, the numerical simulation
result is plotted without the folded backward correlation. We
assume that the PMR of comb A doubles to 6.350 mm and that
of comb B becomes 5.600 mm. Unlike Fig. 4, most of the lines

in Fig. 10 are parallel to each other along the absolute distance
up to 20 mm, and clearly, there is no folding line that can give
rise to duplicated positions.

Fig. 9. Flowchart for the reference movement to solve the blind spot
problem.

Fig. 10. Results of the numerical simulation employing the I/Q
demodulation and frequency shifter.
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